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Agenda

Time Agenda Item

2:00 - 2:05 Introduction

2:05 - 2:25 Rishi Jawaheer – Director of Care Vision and Director of Jawagroup

2:25 - 2:40 Mike Armstrong – Managing Director, Havering Care

2:40 - 2:55 Tayvanie Nagendran - Director, Cambridge Nursing Home

2:55 – 3:00 Nadra Ahmed – Chairman, National Care Association

3:00 - 3:20 Panel session and Q&A 

3:25 - 3:30 Claire Sutton - What support is available

3:30 - Wrap Up
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Embedding Tech In Workflow

NHS Masterclass

Rishi Jawaheer

rishi@care-vision.co.uk

mailto:rishi@care-vision.co.uk
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Rishi Jawaheer- Background

• Different Hats
• Care operator- Director of Jawagroup

• www.jawagroup.co.uk

• I grew up in the care home my mum and dad started and I have been leading our care group for the last 15 years

• Director- CareVision CMS

• www.carevisioncms.co.uk

• I founded and created care vision as a solution for my care group, developed from live environment. We aare accredited with 
NHS X and supporting care homes all over the UK

• Director- Namaste Care International

• www.namastecareinternational.com

• Founded NCI with Professor Joyce Simard. We are in 13 countries around the world. Supporting care services and hospices 
provide an intervention to provide focusing on power of meaningful connection at all stages of care.

http://www.jawagroup.co.uk/
http://www.carevisioncms.co.uk/
http://www.namastecareinternational.com/
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Barriers to adoption

• People in the team not willing to embrace change

• Not getting staff and other parties buy in

• Practical work and needs of the service users being the priority

• Turnover staff and agency staff and maintaining a culture of digital recording

• Absence of clear planning of implementation

• Lack of appropriate infrastructure to support systems not having contingencies in 
place
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Choosing a Care Management System

• Benefits of Going Digital

• Avoid duplication and inaccurate records with point of care recording via app and cloud 
technology. Allow more time for positive connections, time effective. Maintain compliance 
records and evidence with ease. Analyse trends to make improvements

• Selecting from the Assured suppliers list for digital social care. Confidence of the CMS 
meeting NHS X approved criteria looking at elements of quality, safety and data compliance

• Confidence in access to data if you ever leave

• Engage the workforce in the decision to listen to their views and encourage their buy in

• Choose a user-friendly system that has a good way to support new users. 

• Nominate digital champions to support internal training and have a lead and point of contact 
to filter queries and feedback.

• Families thinking staff are on the phone all the time-Keeping good communication with 
connected people on systems employed to record and improve care delivery
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Transform the carer and service user experience-
Going Digital

My personal experience with Going Digital

Revolutionise your Care Delivery

Increase productivity and efficiency 

Reduce errors and help keep people safer and less stressed

Increase accuracy and capture of care evidence 

Making consistent improvement

Continuing the digital journey- Embracing new digital elements to your service
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Planning your digital road map

• Care Planning is only One Element within service provision
• Does your CMS provide EMAR? 
• Nurse Call integration
• Rota and payroll
• Event reporting
• HR
• Visitor Tablet 

• Look out and investigate offered integrations, is this just a soft integration that. Is this basically 
two apps sitting side by side. Where everything has be duplicated and actioned more than once 
creating more time. Will this cost your team and impact on embedding the system?

• Try to get it right the first time but if it doesn’t work don’t be afraid to change. You do not want to 
damage tech confidence further by continuing with a system that is not working for you
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Engaging the workforce through the implementation 
process 

Winning over the Team and having their Buy In?

Tie in your company values

Reducing the carbon footprint and going paperless

Getting more time to interact with residents and not care evidence

What are the fears?

Further support for those that are unconfident with tech
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Embedding Tech into workflow

• Priority must always be the residents needs

• Technology should be supportive not interruptive to the way you want to work

• How do you phase out paper while maintaining compliance and keeping stress levels 
down? Maybe you already have a system in place, but the implementation has not been 
successful?

• Have a go live date, implementation plan and leadership from the top is essential

• Introduce elements at the pace the team can manage while maintaining compliance

• Nominate Tech Champions

• Consistent support and continued training

• Training outside and during work to help apply learnings in practical situation 
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Other elements to plan for to help smooth 
transition and embedding of tech

Broadband Provision

Even though some systems have offline modes to ensure reliable recording of care evidence WI FI 
must also be considered 

Access points should be set up around the home. Even though systems have offline modes it is 
good to put budget aside for

Getting Support for Wi Fi infrastructure 

Managing devices and creating a process with charging and spare devices
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Connection Contingencies and Process
• When having a reliance on technology, 

• what happens when you lose connection? 

• Do you maintain a paper back up, is this time effective? 

• Backup broadband line? 

• Lease Line

• Using 5g/4g dongle, if you are in an area where you do get consistent connection 
this might be a good option for back up

• What happens when you lose power?

• Back up generators

• Managing essential communications and services

• Hospital transfer forms

• Emar
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Managing Costs in challenging times
Tech investment must be sustainable to maximise the opportunity

Increase utilities, food and wages, 

Rapidly changing demands in regulation- being responsive

Care services must set aside budgets for digital services-this infrastructure is now becoming expectations from regulators, families and service users

There are funds available through digital social care and your ICS

Help towards costs relating to digital solutions

Broadband infrastructure, speeds and coverage have improved in cities and highly populated areas

Rural Gigabit scheme- funding for broadband in rural areas

Vouchers worth up to £1,500 for homes and £3,500 for businesses help to cover the costs of installing gigabit broadband to people’s doorsteps. 
https://gigabitvoucher.culture.gov.uk/

https://gigabitvoucher.culture.gov.uk/
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Mike Armstrong
Managing Director
Havering Care Homes
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Meet Tina
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A culture of change

20% Early 
adoption

60% requiring 
information, 
support  & 

peer pressure

20% never 
really going to 

get it.
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Making the change

1

• We identified the people who are the influences in the 
home and involve them in the decision making.

2

• We tried to be clear on the benefit to them and the 
organisation

3
• We reinforce the successes when it goes live.
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A Road map to change
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Why make the change?

• Save the staff time and reinvest that time to be with the residents

• Better information to support the quality of care

• To support a diverse workforce with improving the quality of 
information produced

• Better information for the management to support the team

• Seeking to moving away from paper.

• To reduce duplication

• Better management control
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How we approached implementation

1
• Identified staff who are using the system more effectively 

and get them to help those who are struggling.

2
• We broke it down in to bite size pieces so they don’t feel 

over whelmed.

3
• We worked with a provider that would let us influence the 

product for our needs
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Our Learnings

1
• We did not put enough resource in to the set up, so some elements were slower than others to 

implement.

2 • We did not give enough consideration to the infrastructure resilience implications as we developed.

3
• Our nurses were slow adopters
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Tayvanie Nagendran
Director
Cambridge Nursing Home
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20% 

Early adopters

60%

Requiring information, support  & peer 
pressure

20% 

Never really 
going to get it
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Who are the 20%?

• Too overwhelming

• Scared of making an error

• Don’t want everyone to see the error

• Don’t know who to ask for help (especially at night)

• Don’t understand the terminology

• No ‘scribble’ function

• Frustrated by learning curve
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Innovation doesn’t 

happen in a vacuum
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Technology 
Innovation 
Cycle
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What happens to the 20%?

• Missing whole picture

• Ineffective record keeping

• Staff feel isolated

• Tension within team
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Break it down

Organisation values and 
culture

Leadership to steer Management to support

Understand the proposed 
system offering

Prioritise Plan

Organise
Be transparent and 
collaborative with all 
stakeholders in the process
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Hybrid Systems

**Priority to ensure residents’ safety 

and needs are being met**

• Reason for paper?

• Time span?

• Who?

• When?

• Where?

• How does it integrate with digital records?

• Who takes overall ownership of integration?
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Summary

• Know your workforce 
• Speak to other providers to understand their experience
• Go to information sessions
• Know your 20%; both the early adopters/ champions and those who will 

struggle
• Be realistic
• Test and Pilot
• Be transparent about success and failure
• Communicate to your team the system limitations
• Look to increase your core 60% with each innovation cycle
• Find a hybrid system that works for you to have effective record keeping
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Nadra Ahmed OBE

Chairman

National Care Association
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Panel session
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Claire Sutton

Digital Social Care
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What is Digital Social Care?

• A partnership project between 
members of the Care Provider Alliance 
funded by the NHS

• By social care providers for social care 
providers

• Dedicated space for information, 
support and guidance on information 
sharing and technology

• www.digitalsocialcare.co.uk

http://www.digitalsocialcare.co.uk/
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Digital Social Care our offer

• Telephone helpline and email 
service

• Guides – video and text
• Digital Readiness Tool
• Success Stories
• Newsletter
• Funding
• Glossary / Jargon Buster
• Events and webinars
• Special Interest Group
• Assured Supplier List

Our helpline is open between 

9am and 5pm Monday to 

Friday by calling 0208 133 

3430 or by email on 

help@digitalsocialcare.co.uk

mailto:help@digitalsocialcare.co.uk
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Background

• The NHS Transformation Directorate (formally NHSX) have partnered with

Digital Social Care to support the care sector to buy and implement digital

social care record solutions that meet the needs of care providers and

have met a minimum level of standards and functionality.

• Digital social care records support the safe appropriate sharing of

information across care settings; ensuring the right information is

available to the right people at the right time.
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What’s next?

If you are thinking about buying and

implementing a digital social care record then

there is support available to you:

1. Accredited Supplier List;

2. Care Provider Masterclasses;

3. Care Provider Guidance, Tools and Templates;

4. Digital Social Care Helpline;

Or contact dscr.enquiries@nhsx.nhs.uk.

Please help us shape our 

masterclasses – complete the 

survey we will send out after 

this meeting.

mailto:dscr.enquiries@nhsx.nhs.uk
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Join us for our next Masterclass!

● Contract Management – 8th March

● Retrofitting Tech in Old Buildings – 29th March

https://www.digitalsocialcare.co.
uk/social-care-
technology/adopting-digital-care-
records-masterclass-series/

https://www.digitalsocialcare.co.uk/social-care-technology/adopting-digital-care-records-masterclass-series/
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Thank you


